Bay Area Writing Project 2017 - 2018

WEEKEND WORKSHOPS
Tune Your Practice with BAWP

Participation includes your choice of 1 workshop per session.
All workshops are led by BAWP Teacher Consultants.

Only
$20

April 28, 2018

Beyond the Mundane

8:30 am: Sign-ins
9:00am - 10:30am: Session 1
Genre Writing in the Primary Grades
Presenter: Carrie Johnston
Do you want your students to enjoy writing? Are you
hoping to increase their fluency writing in different
subject areas? Do you struggle with how to increase the
conventional accuracy of their texts without stifling their
voice? Carrie Johnston will share ideas about teaching
different genres and across different subjects. Her workshop will also touch on using partner talk to help student
writers construct ideas and narratives.

The Civil Rights Movement and The Problem
We Live With
Presenter: Carla Williams Namboodiri

This workshop focuses on school desegregation from a
range of perspectives, and examines changes and continuities reflecting how racism and segregation have an
impact on our schools. We will share the experience of
the Little Rock Nine and probe how laws today enforce
racial disparities in education. This workshop will use interactive exercises to give participants a teaching toolkit
on the effects of racism and segregation.

10:45am - 12:15pm: Session 2
Poetic License: Modelling Content-Based
Creative Writing

Respect the Architects: Building Writer’s
Voice through Explication and Excavation

In this interactive workshop, participants will explore a
variety of creative poetry writing lessons that not only
harness students’ creativity and unique perspectives,
but also deepen their grasp of academic vocabulary and
content knowledge. Utilizing mentor texts, workshop
participants will explore lessons from English and History
courses, engage in creative writing practice and examine
student written poems. Scaffolded lessons with mentor
texts from Langston Hughes, Allen Ginsberg, Walter Dean
Myers, Immortal Technique and Rodolfo “Corky” Gonzales will be provided.

Where do Cardi B, Peter Elbow, Michael Harriot, Biz
Markie, David Walker, Paul Beatty, Ralph Ellison, and Viet
Thanh Nguyen convene? They all intersect at The Architects Project. Experience how students explore diverse
influences as they develop voice as writers by exercising
critical thinking, and employing careful thought. This
interactive workshop integrates mixed media, discussion,
writing, and witnessing students as practitioners.

Presenter: Katie Libby

Presenter: Mark Ali

www.bayareawritingproject.org/weekendworkshop
*Does not include $2.30 processing fee
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